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Executive summary
Moldovan Association of Environ mental and Eco Tourism Journalists
(AJMTEM) conducted during May 2014 - June 2015 a number of consulting and
training activities for journalists interested in reflecting FLEG/forest topics in
Moldova.
To achieve this, the following activities were carried out:
1. 15 journalists interested in FLEG/forest topic were selected through
open competition (announcement placed on the website under ecological news
www.ecopresa.md) and offered to participate in a full program of ac tivities,
including visits to forest institutions and meetings with FLEG and other experts
as well as their involvement in a forest training prog ram (field and office
sessions).
2. AJMTEM in cooperation with the Agency „Moldsilva” and FLEG provided
all necessary assistance and guidance to selected journalists throughout the
training period; monitoring of the whole process of articles writing; providing,
together with the with the communication staff of „Moldsilva”, assistance to the
journalists in the process of their cooperation with forestry institutions and FLEG ,
helping them to write good quality articles .
3. An inception training „Forest related themes in journalistic articles ” was
organized and attended by 15 selected journalists. The training took place o n 1314 t h of June 2014 in the Nature Reserve „Plaiul Fagului” [„Beech land”], when
journalists met with forest experts from FLEG, Agency „Moldsilva”, and
administration of the Nature Reserve. Journalists combined theoretical training
with practical activit ies in the field, acquiring specific knowledge about species
and ecosystems, forest vegetation, the difference between various forestry
terms, appropriateness and use of various terms etc. At the end of the training 30
questionnaires were filled out by journalists (15 questionnaires before and 15
questionnaires after the training).
4. A site study visit and training were organized at the Nature Reserve
„Codrii” on 25 t h of October 2014, being attended by the same 15 journalists from
the previous activity. At the training we combined theoretical and practical
activities during interactive lectures organized by FLEG experts, representatives
of Agency „Moldsilva” and staff of the Nature Reserve.
5. Two meetings dedicated to a comparative overlook of forest governanc e
in Moldova and EU countries were organized on 10 February and 13 June 2015
respectively. At these meetings the selected journalists met with FLEG team and
representatives of the Ministry of Environment and Agency „Moldsilva”.
6. The Regulation of the FLEG/forestry topics Contest on best materials
produced was developed and disseminated. An announcement for the contest
was published accordingly.
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7. During the training period, about 100 materials were produced by
selected journalists and received by AJMTEM (all submitted materials were
stored and analyzed by AJMTEM according to the Contest Regulation and in
terms of the compliance to the FLEG topics).
8. An Evaluation Committee was organized . The Committee included 5
members – 1 FLEG expert, 2 representatives from Agency „Moldsilva”, 1
representative from AJMTEM and 2 independent journalists (invited from
outside). The Committee set 4 categories of materials for the evaluation process
– TV, Radio, written and e-press.
9. The Evaluation Committee had several meeting to evaluate the
produced materials. Consequently, it was decided that only 30 materials
respected the contests conditions being relevant for the contest, of which only 28
materials were eligible and reflect ed FLEG/forest topics.
10. An awarding ceremony was or ganized on May 23, 2015, at the Nature
Reserve „Codrii”, when seven of the 15 trained journalists received diplomas and
cash prizes for the best materials per categories nominated above. All seven
journalists had an opportunity to express themselves and sh are opinions on how
it was, how it went, what were their expectations and what they learned from the
attended trainings.
11. Then, AJMTEM assisted „Moldsilva” in promoting all produced materials
(including winners) in the national an d local media.
12. All activities were organized and conducted in close cooperation with
experts from Agency „Moldsilva" under continuous monitoring and technical
guidance from FLEG team.
13. In addition, an open lecture with about 150 students and teaching staff
was organized in the vil lage Suhuluceni, Teleneşti district, where the audience
participated in an interactive workshop to know more about forest life, forest
products, values etc. The lecture was technically supported by AJMTEM and
FLEG expert.
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1. Introduction
This report is prepared by the Moldovan Association of Environmental and
Eco Tourism Journalists (AJMTEM). During May 2014 – June2015 AJMTEM
conducted training and consulting activities for 15 selected journalists from
Moldova interested in FLEG / forestry topics as well as an award ceremony of the
best journalistic materials produced by the trained journalists was organized at
the end.
All activities organized by AJMTEM were in close cooperation with FLEG
experts and Agency „Moldsilva”.
The main objective of trainings a nd award ceremony was capacity building
of Moldovan journalists and enhancing the quality of materials on forestry topics.

2. Background design and development objectives
of the project
To achieve the objectives, the following activities were carried out:
Through an open competition (on the website of environmental news
www.ecopresa.md), 15 journalists interested in the topic of good forest
governance were selected. The journalists attended a range of activities and a
training program during the period June 2014 - June 2015.

Jurnalists at the training „Forest related themes in journalistic articles”
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The first training titled „Forest related themes in journalistic articles” was
attended by 15 journalists. The training took place on 13 -14 t h of June 2014 in the
Nature Reserve „Plaiul Fagului”.
The journalists were trained by FLEG forest experts, representatives of the
Agency „Moldsilva” and of the Nature Reserve „Plaiul Fagului”.
The journalists combined theoretical and practical activities, field tr ips,
knowledge about specific beech forest vegetation, the difference between various
terms of forestry etc. Two days of training were designed to combine the
theoretical and practical aspects, in order to strengthen the journalists
knowledge in covering t he specific topics related to the forest theme.
In the opening training session, Ştefan Chitoroagă, general director of the
„Moldsilva”Agency, noted the importance of the fruitful cooperation between
journalists and officials from the field for the fully professional coverage of
forest-themed topics.

Discutions between journalists and experts from „Moldsilva” Agency

Starting with the challenge to answer a simple question – “what is the
forest?” and continuing with the role, functions of the forest, forest products,
forest management, the legal frames of the theme , forest biodiversity and
protected areas. Thanks to the training experts the journalists passed the first
barrier of the unknown field, even if it was not easy. The Forest Theme approach
requires proper use of terminology, data, information sources and statistics,
according to Aurel Lozan, national coordinator of EU project ENPI FLEG in the
East Moldova, who, together with journalists, analyzed the correctness
terminology used in press materials which reflect aspects of forestry. It is
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obvious, said Mr . Lozan that journalists should have trainings to address
accurately topics related to the forestry sector.

Jurnalists during the practical sesions in the Nature Reserve „Plaiul Fagului”

The practical part of the training was achieved through crossing of two trails
in the Nature Reserve „Plaiul Fagului”. W ithin these trips journalists were
informed about conservation and regeneration works, recovery of representative
ecosystems with Beech and oak populations. Lilia Ţâcu, head of science
department of the Nature Reserve „Plaiul Fagului” was one of the guides, helping
journalists to know / distinguish species specific for the area. At the end of
training, participants said they were satisfied with the learned and seen things,
for the majority being the first t raining on environmental journalism.
Svetlana Tataru reporter at publika.md, collaborator at agrobiznes.md
portal, noted that the topic is absolutely new for her, but hopes to embrace and
realize interesting topics.
Ana Sirbu, Unimedia portal reporter, bel ieves that it is absolutely necessary
to benefit of trainings provided by specialists in various fields and that there is a
need to continue the strengthening of journalists’ knowledge about forest topics
in order to fully reflect these themes.
At the end of the training 30 questionnaires were filled out by journalists (15
questionnaires before and 15 questionnaires after the training) .
In order to consolidate the journalistic forest information, i t was organized
and carried out on 25 t h of October 2014 a study visit program to Nature Reserve
„Codrii”, attended by the same 15 journalists previously selected. At the training
were combined theoretical and practical activities during interactive lectures
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organized by FLEG experts, representatives of Agency „Mold silva” and staff of
the Nature Reserve.

Discutions about the preserve areas at Nature Reserve „Codrii”

Presentations and discussions were focused on forest protected areas of R.
Moldova. The importance, specific aspects, the role of journalists in the forest
issues awareness were tackled by experts from „Moldsilva” Agency, ICAS, ENPI
FLEG East.
The program included theoretical and practical aspects - visiting the
Museum from the Nature Reserve „Codrii”, field trip in the Nature Reserve.
During the study visit, experts analyzed together with journalists the press
materials elaborated so far from the project launching . Simultaneously journalists
discussed forest topics such as illegal logging, forest lease, development of
private and communal forests, extension of forest surfaces cover, afforestation of
degraded land.
Two meetings dedicated to a comparative overlook of forest governance in
Moldova and EU countries were organized on 10 February and 13 June 2015
respectively. At these meetings the selected j ournalists met with FLEG team and
representatives of the Ministry of Environment and Agency „Moldsilva”.
The Regulation of the Contest on best materials produced on FLEG/forestry
topics was developed and an announcement for the contest was published
accordingly.
During the training period, about 100 materials were produced by selected
the journalists and received by AJMTEM (all submitted materials were stored and
analyzed by AJMTEM according to the Contest Regulation and in terms of the
compliance to the FLEG topics).
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Field visit during the study visit at Nature Reserve „Codrii”

An Evaluation Committee was organized. The Committee included 5
members – 1 FLEG expert, 2 representatives from Agency „Moldsilva”, 1
representative from AJMTEM and 2 independe nt journalists (invited from
outside). The Committee set 4 categories of materials for the evaluation process
– TV, Radio, written and e-press.
The Evaluation Committee had several meeting to evaluate the articles.
Consequently it was decided that only 30 materials respected the contests
conditions being relevant for the contest, of which only 28 materials were eligible
and reflected FLEG/forest topics.
An awarding ceremony was organized on May 23, 2015, at the Nature
Reserve „Codrii”, when 7 of the 15 tra ined journalists received diplomas and
cash prizes for the best materials per categories nominated above. All 7
journalists had an opportunity to express themselves and share opinions on how
it was, how it went, what were their expectations and what they l earned from the
attended trainings.
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Diploma for Lucia Taut from National TV Station, Moldova 1

The winners are:
Lucia Tăut (Moldova1, tv program „Natura în obiectiv”),
Rodion Vîrlan (Radio Station Cimișlia),
Svetlana Tataru (ecopresa.md),
Lilia Zaharia (moldovacurata.md),
Cristina Chiron (National Radio Brodcast),
Andrei Bargan (Local TV Station Cimișlia) and
ElizavetaRotari (Local TV Station Comrat)
Journalists were valued for their professional approach to cover complex
forest-related topics - benefits of forest ecosystems, forest lease, plants, private
forests etc.
After the ceremony, journalists, and members of the jury had to declare:
Andrei Bargan, a journalist at the TV station in Cimişlia, noted that by
participating in this program he became more interested in forestry and will
continue to watch the news and trends of this sector.
Elizaveta Rotari from TV Comrat said that for her this experience was a great
finding about the amplitude of the forest theme and that the prize she was
awarded with is an extra motivation for her to write about this topic.
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Diploma for Lilia Zaharia from moldovacurata.md portal

Aurel Lozan, National Coordinator ENPI FLEG East, member of the jury, said
that journalists are increasingly interested in environmental protection in general
and in forestry topic in particular. However, he highlighted the importance of
proper use of terms. The most common errors of the journalists when writing
about forestry field are related to this aspect – improper use of terminology.
Present at the award ceremony, Viorica Caciuc, Higher specialist in public
relations and information service at the Agency „Moldsilva” said that such
contests are needed to encourage journalists to correct ly address Forestry topics
including the problems for this field. The Agency „Moldsilva” will take over this
successful practice and, at the end of each year, will award diplomas to the
journalists that will write articles about forest-related topics.
Here are some of the views of journalists who have won the contest:
Lilia Zaharia:
Most of the journalists being in a rush after sensational news are creating
materials that are interesting only for the current broadcasting, with no time
value. There are only few of those who tackle forest topics. But lately this area
takes shape in the eyes of journalists, due to the organized activities: study
visits, program, training, etc. These trainings are very import ant for us because
here, journalists understand better the technical language from this field, and the
experts that they meet can be later used as information sources for their
materials. It would be good to continue this training so that more journalists write
material knowingly. Incentive prizes motivate the journalists. I have participated
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in the program without thinking about getting some appreciation. I continued to
write about the subject, the last article being devoted to the proper administration
of the forest in Boghenii Noi, Ungheni. I think we, the journalists, should address
this domain more often.

The winneres of best jurnalistic articles contest
Cristina Chiron:
Participation in this training program organized by AJMTEM supported by
FLEG East ENI was interesting and useful for me. I learned things and new
concepts that any environmental journalist has to know. Now not only I am
careful when I write, but when I watch TV and I make remarks when the term
"deforestation", eg., is used incorrectl y. Another thing learned is practical and
useful distinctions between different trees. I felt proud of myself when within the
"Best Ranger" contest I was able, along with the participants (specialists), to
make the distinction between tree species by looking to the leaf. And the idea to
organize training in the forest is also brilliant, we combined beautifully with
pleasure! A big thanks to the organizers and trainers who have become our trust
sources of information!
Lucia Taut:
The trainings organized dur ing the year helped us to better understand how
to use correctly forestry terms, how forestry employees work , what are the
problems from the field. It is very useful to interact with land specialists. The
visits to Nature Reserves „Plaiul Fagului” and „Codrii” helped us to understand
what means a good forest management, which are the products and benefits from
the forestry sector. Not once it happened to me to see reports and news of my
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colleagues who were reflecting forestry themes misusing the terminology. I admit
that I made mistakes sometimes. That's why, when this project came to explain
to the journalists what forest governance is and, all together, to help us how to
„propose” interesting materials in this area, we enjoyed and participated actively.
The prize that I received further motivates me to approach the Forestry topic with
more confidence and definitely, from now I will use correctly forestry terms.
Svetlana Tataru:
Environmental themes were an area completely new to me and very
different. But even it was very different it captivated me a lot. Forest theme of
this training program was well chosen. Moldova faces many problems in this
field. By participating in the program, I was motivated to research a topic totally
new for me -carbon sales - and this paper have to be accepted at an international
conference in Pakistan. The appreciation of the jury from the national competition
on forest themed journalistic materials motivates me to write more in this area .
All activities were promoted in nation al and local media - radio, TV reports
articles in print and online.
Moldovan Association of Environmental and Eco Tourism Journalists
(AJMTEM) awarded in 2014, the first awards for environmental journalism among
media topics being declared winner articles related to the forest-rent. Thus, with
the support of FLEG was ensured continuity of the activities to encourage
journalists on professional coverage of environment topics.
An eloquent example for future work in this field is the Lilia Zaharia article
http://ecopresa.md/index.php/ro/noutati/ecologie/item/1855 -p%C4%83durea-dinboghenii-noi-administrat%C4%83-dup%C4%83-model-european.
In addition, was organized a meeting with students eager to learn about
forest life products forest, students interested in journalism from the village
Suhuluceni –about 150 participants. The meeting was attended by FLEG experts.
We stress that all activities were organized and conducted in close
cooperation with FLEG experts and Agency „Moldsilva”.
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Journalists fill the questionnaire at the finish of first training
We believe that AJMTEM activities have been successfully completed and it
is appropriate to continue such programs to consolidate the capacities of
journalists covering a forest theme.
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Executive summary in table form
Country

Moldova

Outputs

Recommendations

Results

15 trained
journalists

15 Journalist trained, the
media materials
disseminated among
communities, the private
sector, NGOs and other
relevant stakeholders

15 trained journalists
able to cover
professional the forest
issues

Contest for 15
trained
journalists

Contest rules developed
and disseminated among
15 trained journalists;
consolidated capacity for
the trained journalists
15 trained journalist
contacted with forest
institutions and published
the press materials on
forest issues and FLEG
activities

7 journalist Awarded

15 trained journalist
involved in cover FLEG
activities; activities
promoted on
www.ecopresa.md

15 trained journalist
involved in cover FLEG
activities; activities
promoted on
www.ecopresa.md

Consultation for
15 trained
journalists on
forest issues;
Cooperation
with FLEG
experts,
„Moldsilva”
agency
Promotion the
FLEG activities

Over 100 press
materials made by
trained journalist and
another interested
journalists on forest
issues
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1. Photo report from activities organized during the project implementation

1.1.
1.2.
1.3.

Training “Forest related themes in journalistic articles”, June 13-14th, 2014
Study visit at Nature Reserve “Codrii”, October 25th, 2014.
Awards ceremony, May 23th, 2015.
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1.2. Study visit at Nature Reserve “Codrii”, October 25th, 2014
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1.3. Award ceremony, May 25th, 2015
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About FLEG II (ENPI East) Program
The Forest Law Enforcement and Governance (FLEG) II European Neighbourhood and Partnership
Instrument (ENPI) East Countries Program supports participating countries’ forest governance. At the
regional level, the Program aims to implement the 2005 St. Petersburg FLEG Ministerial Declaration and
support countries to commit to a time-bound action plan; at the national level the Program will review or
revise forest sector policies and legal and administrative structures; and improve kno wledge of and
support for sustainable forest management and good forest governance in the participating countries, and
at the sub-national (local) level the Program will test and demonstrate best practices for sustainable forest
management and the feasibility of improved forest governance practices at the field -level on a pilot basis.
Participating countries include Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine. The
Program is funded by the European Union.
http://www.enpi-fleg.org

Project Partner
EUROPEAN COMMISSION
The European Union is the world’s largest donor of official development assistance. The
European Commission’s Directorate General for European Neighbourhood Policy and
Enlargement Negotiations (DG NEAR) manages the bulk of the Union’s financial and
technical assistance to the neighbourhood and enlargement countries. By implementing
assistance actions in Europe’s eastern and southern neighbourhood, DG NEAR supports
reform and democratic consolidation, and strengthens the prosperity, stability and
security around Europe. DG NEAR helps to promote EU values, policies and interests in
this region, and to contribute to developing the special relationship of the EU with its
neighbouring countries. http://ec.europa.eu/index_en.htm

WORLD BANK
The World Bank Group is one of the world’s largest sources of knowledge and funding for
its 188 member-countries. The organizations that make up the World Bank Group are
owned by the governments of member nations, which have the ultimate decision -making
power within the organizations on all matters, including policy, financial or membership
issues. The World Bank Group comprises five closely associated institutions: the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the International
Development Association (IDA), which together form the World Bank; the International
Finance Corporation (IFC); the Multilateral Investment Guarant ee Agency (MIGA); and
the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). Each institution
plays a distinct role in the World Bank Group’s mission to end extreme poverty by
decreasing the percentage of people living on less than $1.25 a day to no more than 3
percent, and promote shared prosperity by fostering the income growth of the bottom 40
percent for every country. For additional information please visit:
http://www.worldbank.org, http://www.ifc.org, http://www.miga.org

IUCN
IUCN, International Union for Conservation of Nature, helps the world find pragmatic
solutions to our most pressing environment and development challenges. IUCN’s work
focuses on valuing and conserving nature, ensuring effective and equitable governance
of its use, and deploying nature-based solutions to global challenges in climate, food and
development. IUCN supports scientific research, manages field projects all over the
world, and brings governments, NGOs, the UN and companies together to develop
policy, laws and best practice. IUCN is the world’s oldest and largest global
environmental organisation, with more than 1,200 government and NGO members and
almost 11,000 volunteer experts in some 160 countries. IUCN’s work is supported by
over 1,000 staff in 45 offices and hundreds of partners in public, NGO and private sectors
around the world. www.iucn.org

WWF
WWF is one of the world’s largest and most respected independent conservation
organizations, with almost 5 million supporters and a global network active in over 100
countries. WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment
and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by conserving the
world’s biological diversity, ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is
sustainable, and promoting the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption.
www.panda.org
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